
Synopsis for “Detained in Hong Kong and the Ones That Got Away” 
MISSION 
Exhibit shows blocked mail, mail that were delivered just-in-time and delayed mail before the Japanese Occupation of 
Hong Kong in WWII. 
 
FIT 
Very short period of coverage that fits a 1-frame exhibit: “Detained in Hong Kong (HK)” markings on covers (Detained 
covers) showed from Nov 29th (earliest recorded) to 2 days (Dec 10th) after the invasion of Dec 8th 1941. Also shown are 
transiting or HK originating covers that reached HK that were delivered, plus “U-turn covers” (explanation below). 
Essentially exhibit shows one event with different facets used to cover every angle of the story. 
 
Treatment and Background 
Treatment presented as per title of exhibit. Detained covers are presented first, then followed by the ones that “got 
away” with those that were delivered just-in-time before the invasion and lastly the U-turn covers. 
Movement of mail in and out of HK was severely crippled even before the Japanese invasion on Dec 8th, 1941. 
Forerunner cover sent on 1941 Aug 18th from a city just 200 km from the HK border, but was unable to reach HK to be 
forwarded to US. Instead, it had to be carried over the Burma hump and onward to the US east coast before arriving in 
the west coast with a 6-months transit time. The exhibit started with presentation of Detained Covers (commonly 
referred to by collectors/researchers of this field) in chronological order from the earliest record Nov 29th for each day 
until Dec 10th, 2 days after the start of invasion. There is still no record of a Detained cover with postmark of Sunday Nov 
30th, 1941. These are the examples of mail that were “Detained in Hong Kong” for 3 years and 8 months during the 
Japanese occupation of HK in WWII (Rows 1 & 2). The second part of this exhibit showed covers that managed to leave 
HK just-in-time before the invasion, Delivered Covers (Row 3). The last part showed delayed mail which were selectively 
released by the Japanese after the resumption of post office functions in HK then under Japanese rule in Feb 1942, U-
turn Covers (Row 4). Epilog (last page and a half): The exhibit closed with a cover that traverse the Invasion that was 
originated from HK and 2 covers, 1 delivered into HK and 1 delivered to Macau both on the first mail when the Japanese 
allowed the resumption of postal services in the occupied territory. 
Photocopies of markings on cover backs are shown as these are of paramount importance to the story of the cover. 
 
Importance 
There has been no other war in HK besides the Japanese Invasion and subsequent Occupation. In postal history, the 
Invasion was the single most important event affecting the delivery of HK mail, with no other parallel in Hong Kong’s 
entire history. The exhibitor is the first and only person showing this topic supported by own research. HK, at the time, 
was the most important airmail hub to the US to the west and via Bangkok to UK to the east. 

Personal Study and Research (items shown with symbol on exhibit pages:  ) 
The exhibit is based on articles under the same title by the exhibitor in the China Stamp Society’s (US) China Clipper, vol. 
62, #5, pg. 172-182, 1998. The exhibitor is the one who has established and proven the theory of the “U-turn covers” in 
this article. This article was then awarded “Best Article of the Year” in the China Clipper in 1998 by the China Stamp 
Society (US). A second or sequel to this article, with more update information, was published in Journal 4 (Feb. 2000) of 
the Hong Kong Philatelic Society, pg. 45-55. Exhibitor has been doing census of Detained and U-turn covers for 30+ 
years. This is the first and only exhibit of its kind dedicated to this the study of this topic. 

 Discovery: Detained cover with the Japanese Hong Kong marking applied by the occupation forces. Cover has hand 
written instructional marking of "Second District Japanese Military Occupation Force Office" on front and back. With 
this handwriting, the exhibitor exactly pin-pointed the location where the Japanese handled mail for examination 
after the fall of Hong Kong. This information was published in HKPS Journal 4, Feb. 2000. This cover also predates the 
other 4 recorded covers with Japanese HK marking by one day and hence it is the earliest recorded Japanese postal 
marking in occupied Hong Kong; 

 Term coined by exhibitor (U-turn covers): 5 of under 40 recorded covers that were sent into HK before the 
Japanese Invasion and were sent back into China for deliver after the Japanese resumed postal service in HK. The 
exhibitor is the first person to establish and prove this theory and provide a reason by showing the existence of 
these “U-turn covers” and why only selected covers were allowed to pass, while others were Detained. Those covers 
franked with stamps from “enemy countries” were Detained as these were from the enemies, i.e. HK (covers #3-13) 



and British Commonwealth stamps (Ceylon, cover #3, Burma, cover #13). Those covers that were franked with 
stamps from “friendly or partner” countries, i.e. China (covers #22, 23, 25, 26), Thailand (cover #24) as these were 
partners in the “Far East Prosperity Circle”, so these covers were then allowed to be forwarded after the Invasion 
ended and when Japanese resumed these postal services in 1942 Feb; 

 Research: Using both delivered and Detained covers, the exhibitor was able to pin-point last surface transports out 
of HK, eastbound on Nov 29th carrying mail to US and Canada and westbound on Dec 5th carrying mail to UK and 
points west. No writer has reported this before. Newspaper and other printed media search was unable to find 
these transport ships in publication. HK PO’s postwar records were all destroyed. 

 Discovery: The choice of ink color, black and violet on the Detained markings was NOT arbitrary. Black was used on 
East bound covers, i.e. recorded on covers sent to US and Canada. Violet was used on West bound covers, i.e. 
recorded on covers sent to UK, including Australia, as Australia covers would first be flown or directed west before 
handed south (page 7/8, covers 11-13). 

 2019 Discovery: there were no record of airmail that arrived in HK after the start of Japanese Invasion. With 2 covers 
showing that AFTER the start of Japanese Invasion a CNAC flight brought the last ever pre-war airmail into HK 
arriving just past midnight of Dec 8th (morning Dec 9th). One is a Detained cover with Dec 10th HK receiving CDS 
(Detained cover # 13) and the other is a U-turn cover that was originated from Chungking at 10 am in Chungking on 
Dec 8th (U-turn cover # 26). Both covers shared the 2019 HK Study Circle’s Wilde Cup for Discovery. 

 
Highlights of this exhibit 
 (pg. 2, cover #3) 1 of 5 recorded covers with the “Detained in Hong Kong” marking with the Earliest Recorded Date of Nov. 29; 

 (pg. 3/4, cover #4) 1 of 2 Detained covers recorded with “Shop Closed” Chinese instructional markings; 

 (pg. 3, cover #5) 1 of 2 transit Detained cover from Ceylon; 

 (pg. 4, cover #6) 2 of the 4 covers recorded with the Japanese HK PO marking on Detained covers. Published in HKPS Journal 4, 
Feb. 2000, the “Discovery cover” that the exhibitor pin-point the location where the Japanese started to handle blocked mail. 
This cover also predates the other 3 recorded covers with Japanese HK marking by one day and hence it is the earliest recorded 
Japanese postal marking in occupied Hong Kong; (pg. 7, cover #11): The "Discovery cover" with a Japanese Hong Kong marking 
used on Dec. 8th 1941. Awarded the 1994 Hong Kong Study Circle (HKSC) Wilde Cup for Discovery Illustrated in Hong Kong Study 
Circle Journal, 290/10, 1994;  

 (pg. 5, cover #7) 1 of 7 recorded Detained covers that received 2 strikes of the Detained marking; (another in collection not 
shown) 

 (pg. 5, cover #8) 1 of 3 Detained covers recorded with the Hong Kong Postage Paid marking;  

 (pg. 6, cover #9) Only Detained cover recorded with a Forwarding Agent's marking;  

 (pg. 7/8, cover #13) 1 of 2 Detained cover sent into HK after the start of invasion; (HKSC 2019 Wilde Cup  for Discovery) ; 1 of 6 
transit Detained cover from Burma; Only Burma transit detained cover paying 1R hybrid rate air/surface; 

 (pg. 10, cover #16) Only cover recorded with “Passed by Censor 137” in vermillion ink assigned to the Winnipeg Grenadiers; 

 (pg. 12, cover #21) Only delivered cover that did not receive the Detained marking sent on Dec. 5th by surface, which was not 
possible, a cover that had been mistakenly been sent stuck underneath another Detained cover, so it did not receive the 
Detained marking; 

 (pg. 13, cover #22) Earliest date of a U turn cover trapped in HK and delivered back to Canton after invasion; 

 (pg. 15, cover #26) Only U-turn cover sent on the only and last flight carrying airmail into HK on Dec 9th AFTER the start of 
invasion; (HKSC 2019 Wilde Cup for Discovery); 

 
Condition 
Given that the Detained Covers were exposed to the HK’s sub-tropical heat and humidity for over 3 years and 8 months, 
the condition cannot be expected as “best possible”. Many of the Delivered Covers travelled multiple countries across 
half the world with transit times ranging from several months to several years and during war time, the condition would 
be less than ideal. From examining the paper stock of these covers, especially those use for airmail, the paper stock 
selected for these were thin and flimsy, which resulted in surviving covers usually found in less than ideal condition. 
 
Other References (besides those already cited) 
Ken V. Ellison, Force "C" The Canadian Army's Hong Kong Story 1941-1945, BNAPS, July 1998. 
F. W. Webb, The Philatelic and Postal History of Hong Kong and the Treaty Ports of China and Japan, RPSL, 1961. 
Previous Awards 
Won APS Research Award twice; 1F Grand and Large Gold Medal CANPEX 2019; 1F Grand and Large Gold Medal Royal 
2017 (Boucherville); Large Gold Medal ORAPEX 2017; 1F Grand and Gold Medal Edmonton Spring Show 2017. 


